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Incisors
The beaver uses them to fell trees.
Iron compounds give the teeth their orange colour.
They grow throughout the beaver's life.

Sensory organs
When swimming, eyes, ears and nose are
above water.

The beaver

Master builder of the
wilderness

Forepaws
With its forepaws the beaver can grip, dig, touch and carry
building material. It uses its "little finger" as a thumb.

Fur
With up to 23,000 grease-lubricated hairs per
square centimetre the beaver fur is watertight.

Hind paws
A beaver's webbed feet make him an excellent
swimmer. Beavers have a split claw which they
use like a comb for grooming.

Tail
The scaly tail serves as a propulsion
and steering rudder. In the winter
it is also used for fat storage.

Insects

Aquatic plants

Beetles, flies, dragonflies, caterpillars, butterflies.

The beaver pond

Nesting sites for aquatic birds

A habitat for many species

Amphibians
Frogs, toads, salamanders.

Reptiles
Lizards, snakes, tortoises.

Beaver family
Shallow water areas
Spawning and nursery
grounds for fish, frogs, insects and many others.

Beaver dam
Several larger beaver ponds form
when a dam is built in a small stream.

Beaver's lodge
The entry to the lodge is always under water.
This protects beavers against enemies.

Hatchery
for insects, slugs, ...

Standing deadwood
Nesting caves for birds are formed.

"Deadwood"
is full of life

Deadwood in the water
Protects young fish against predators.

Moss
Stores water in the alluvial forest.

Fungi
Decompose wood over many years.
Fertile forest ground forms.

Questions about the beaver
1.

2.

How long have beavers been living on our earth?
Tick the right answer

4.

Connect what belongs together
Fungi decompose deadwood and 			

nesting caves for birds

In the beaver pond there are many 			

the beaver impounds water

The orange incisors					

fertile forest ground forms

ca 1,500 years			

ca 15,000 years

Standing deadwood offers				

young fish against predators

ca 15 million years			

ca 150 million years

Deadwood in the water protects			

reptiles and amphibians

With the beaver dam					

grow throughout the beaver's life.

How long can a beaver stay under water when in danger?
Tick the right answer
20 seconds

3.

5.

2 minutes

20 minutes

6.

The beaver was once widespread. That's why many
villages and towns have the word "beaver" in their name.
Do you know any?

7.

What do beavers eat?
Discuss with your classmates and tick as appropriate.

2 hours

Why is the entry to the beaver's lodge always under water?
Explain.

Right or wrong?
Tick the right answer

Earthworms		

Willow leaves

Frogs			

Fish

		

Stinging-nettles		

Apples

Beavers have good eyesight						 		

Maize			

Slugs

Moss stores water in the alluvial forest				

		

Tree bark			

Bullrush

In winter the beaver tail serves as a means for fat storage		

		

Water lilies			

Sugar beet

The beaver fells trees with its paws					

		

Dragonflies		

Pizza

The beaver pond is not a habitat for insects			

		

								
Aquatic birds hatch in the beaver pond				

Right

Wrong

8.

Now you know what a beaver looks like.
Draw one.
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